Societal Reform Corporation Release
SOCIETAL REFORM CORPORATION CONSENT AND RELEASE
Please read this Release, and sign and complete it if you agree.

I acknowledge and I hereby give permission to Societal Reform Corporation (“SRC”) to
use the quotes, thoughts, statements, and any other applicable materials I have provided
(“Subject Matter”), as part of the V
 oices on Mental Health collection and specifically on
SRC’s website, social media channels, multimedia materials, print materials, and any other
works made by SRC using the Subject Matter (together, the “Works”). I understand that the
Subject Matter will be made widely available.
This consent and release (the “Release”) will serve as our agreement concerning my
provision of the Subject Matter to SRC. I further grant to SRC and its successor and
assigns (collectively, the “SRC Parties”) the irrevocable right and license to reproduce,
distribute, publicly display, broadcast, edit, archive, translate or otherwise disseminate the
Subject Matter, without any further approval from me, in whole or in part, throughout the
world, in perpetuity, in any and all media now known or hereafter developed. This grant to
the SRC Parties includes, but is not limited to, the right to use the Subject Matter either
alone or together with supporting information. I hereby waive any right to review or
inspect any use of the Subject Matter and waive any moral rights in the Subject Matter and
the Works. I waive to the fullest extent that I may lawfully do so, any claim against and
shall not file any lawsuit against SRC in connection with the use of the Subject Matter. I
understand that SRC will rely on my consent as the legal basis to process the Subject
Matter. I also understand that I may withdraw my consent to the processing of the Subject
Matter, and that if I do so then SRC will no longer use the Subject Matter in future, but that
the Subject Matter may continue to appear in materials already in circulation over which
SRC no longer has control.
I further agree to indemnify, protect, defend and hold harmless SRC Parties, and SRC’s
officers, directors, employees, agents, affiliates and contractors from and against any and
all claims, liabilities, damages, losses, expenses, demands, suits and judgments, interest,
and expenses including without limitation reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, arising from
or relating to my breach of any representation or warranty herein.
I have read this Comprehensive Release prior to signing, and I fully understand its content.

[signature on following page]
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Signature:__________________________________
Printed Name: _______________________________
Date: ______________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
City, State/Zip: ______________________________
Phone: _____________________________________
Email: ______________________________________

